First of all we want to thank the two reviewers for the critical and useful comments they gave on the manuscript. All comments are considered and helped to significantly improve the quality of our work. In the following the responses to the reviewers comments are denoted in italic and indented.
Indeed, other studies have focused on single aspects such as the lubrication effect (Shannon et al. 2013) or the generalisation of the dynamic response of individual outlet glaciers under future warming (Goelzer et al., 2013 Greenland (Straneo et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2014) . The manuscript is therefore a first attempt to explain and project the ice discharge response with temperature changes in the ocean.
The above discussion is recurrently addressed under different angles throughout the manuscript (and prominently in the abstract and the conclusion). The authors are therefore convinced that this study is sufficiently contrasted against previous work.
General comments
General: enhancement of mass loss due to warmer ocean temperatures seems an important result, however, this is based on a very simple (one-equation) parameterization of the influence of ocean forcing on the ice sheet. Thus, the quality of this important parameterization becomes quite important to one of the 'takeaways' of this manuscript. Yet no example of the sensitivity of this parameterization to, e.g.: the value 5.2 in Equation 3, the breakdown of ocean basins, the distance up-glacier to which the parameterization is applied, the assumption of uniform outlet glacier response, etc. etc., is documented. It seems incumbent on the authors to assess the sensitivity of their results on the nature and constant values of this equation, so that they can assert that the apparently significant effect of marine-based acceleration they find is potentially realistic, given the very simple parameterization used. 
This comment is largely congruent with

No action taken.
P3857L11: I think you need to expand on the description of the nature of the 'higher order' ice physics in this paper, even if it is described more fully in other publications. Especially given that a main point of your paper is "Here we use a higher-order ice flow model..." (third sentence of abstract). At this point the nature of the higher order physics is mysterious to readers of this paper.
Added specific terminology. Reference to Hindmarsh (2004).
P3857L17: the term "parametric SMB model" is not clear -to me, this refers to an SMB model that, for example, parameterizes things as a function of latitude... which I don't think is the case here.
Though we think that the term is self-explicatory, the authors want to avoid any misunderstanding and the concerned passages were rephrased.
Rephrased passage for clarity.
P3857L26: perhaps more justification would be good here, as to why you think PDD method is robust, especially in the far future, and with constant assumed variability in daily temperatures. 451-461, doi: 10.1016/j.epsl.2010.04.025 Additional explanation and the reference to Pattyn (2010) is added.
P3859: Schoof (2010) and others don't so much relate sliding to annual average (or cumulative?) runoff, as much as to large, individual events. Also, see, e.g. new paper by (Andrews et al., Nature). So, it isn't so much the values integrated over a year, but more the amount of discrete events: : : Based on this, I think your justification for your particular sliding law needs more justification, even if it turns out it isn't important. 
We agree with the reviewer that the research interest is often in singular or
Reformulated paragraph with main reference to Sundal et al. (2010).
P3859: is S_BL spatially varying? Or applied ice-sheet-wide?
Yes, S_BL varies spatially. An ice sheet-wide average would not have much meaning.
No correction necessary.
P3859,L14: so if no surface runoff, then S_BL=1?
The reviewer is correct. No action undertaken.
Equation 2: Can you possibly refer to the plot of this relationship here, instead of a few sentences lower?
Corrected as suggested.
Equation 2: can you provide more physical and/or theoretical basis for this equation? At present is seems quite arbitrary to the naive reader why this form was chosen.
We justify our choice by referring to the best-fit parameterisation of the lubrication effect in Shannon et al. (2013) .
Added reference.
Equation 2: are you solving for the basal drag as part of your force balance, or does it come from some prescribed basal drag field?
In this model variant, the basal sliding coefficient (A_S) is modified spatially by the two parameterisations. If runoff is locally non-zero, sliding is increased following the lubrication argumentation. Close to the marine margins, A_S is increased/decreased according to ocean temperature changes. So yes we solve for the basal drag as part of the solution.
No corrections necessary. 
Not adjusted.
P3860L15: Now, for Swiss Camp, you are discussing 'annual motion increases' and not 'accelerations'. Suggest using the same metric for all discussion.
Corrected as suggested.
P3860,L20: the term 'annual speedup' is unclear. Do you mean, increases to annually averaged velocities, relative to other years? Also, the 'of not more' is confusing. What happens for runoffs of greater than, e.g. 1m/yr (for the Swiss Camp discussion)?
Adjusted according to previous comments on terminology.
P3860L25: "Yet the approach: : :" this sentence is perhaps in the wrong spot? It appears to be an assessment of the runoff component of the SMB model. There is no mention of ice velocity changes here. Also, which is the unnamed model that is mentioned here?
Removed the sentence. Repetition. The effect from differences between modelled and observed runoff on the lubrication parameterisation is already discussed earlier. The exponential relation was adopted because this gave the closest agreement of increased discharge with the mentioned studies for a similar warming scenario.
No correction necessary.
P3861L21:"The selected relationship is calibrated such that the ice sheet model reproduces the relative contribution of the discharge increase to the total ice loss over the last decade in response to the considered climate models": As commented before, I am not convinced that this is a robust approach, given that AOGCMs aren't expected to actually simulate the phase of decadal-scale variability in an absolute sense (if they do, it is simply a coincidence P3862L11:"As initialisation"->"For initialization"
Corrected as suggested.
P3862L21: "Experiments have shown"... for this statement and others like it, without a reference I think the authors need to provide some form of (even just basic) quantitative description.
We refer here to our own experiments.
Reformulated the sentence to that effect.
P3863L2: LHS technique has also been used by several other ice-sheet-specific studies (e.g. Applegate et al 2010, Fyke et al 2014).
Added references.
P3863L3: DDF factors were previously stated to be definite values: : :"Melt rates are then determined: : : with degree-day factors : : : of : : : 0.0030 and 0.0079: : :" but here they are allowed to vary as LHS parameters. Perhaps the text could be made more consistent.
Corrected by adjusting the description of the SMB model such that it is clear that these values are determined during the model tuning in Sect. 2.3 (now 2.4).
P3863L6: these +/-ranges seem arbitrary (e.g. 36-450% for m). 
No correction necessary. As reviewer #1 makes a similar comment
Corrected by adding: 'One best-fit, reference parameter set and 7 additional combinations were selected on the basis of a qualitative assessment of respectively all or individual criteria (Table 1).'
P3863L19: Table 1 shows 7 parameter sets, not one.
Corrected by reformulating passage (see previous reply).
P3863L25: To what extent does switching to ECMWF anomalies, then to AOGCMbased anomalies, introduce step functions in the SMB forcing?
The 
No action taken.
P3864L21: Are the monthly SAT and P anomalies area-mean anomalies over the entire ice sheet, or spatial fields? It seems spatial fields are used, but it is not quite clear that this is the case, from the text.
These are spatial fields. Spatial patterns appearing in the anomaly fields are described in more detail in the next paragraph. Therefore we think, it is very clear that 2D anomalies are applied.
No correction necessary.
P3865L3: "... north south gradient: : :" perhaps note which direction this gradient goes (presumably, more warming farther polewards?)
Corrected by mentioning direction of gradient in this paragraph.
P3867L3: I think a plot of the difference between observed and simulated ice thicknesses would be very important for the reader to see.
The overestimation of margin thicknesses after spinning up an ice flow model for large-scale geometries is a well-known and well-quantified effect (refer to the 4 references given in the text). The next comment of the reviewer even refers to this as common ice-sheet model deficiencies.
In conclusion, the authors consider it a redundant exercise to present and quantify these differences here.
No additional figure introduced.
P3867L6: It would seem to me that thicker margins would actually cause a faster velocities right near the margins (due to steeper surface slope to the margin). Perhaps instead, the lower margin ice velocities can be attributed to the relative lack of ice streams or other (common ice sheet model) deficiencies?
Without regard to the reasons of these higher ice margins, ice thicknesses are increased over some tens of kilometres upstream. The resultant relative changes in surface slopes are typically much higher than in the thickness field. From a simple SIA point of view, this will lead to reduced velocities. In addition, consider a steady-state ice sheet that has to export a certain accumulation. If a certain flux has to pass an area of thicker ice, lower flow velocities are required (irrespective of whether this is controlled by sliding or deformation).
No corrections required.
P3867L18: "On 5 km resolution, ice flow toward the margin is more channelised: : :": relative to what?
The comparison is with respect to earlier model versions on coarser grids.
Corrected by referring to model versions with coarser grid sizes.
P3868L20: As noted previously: climate model simulations cannot be expected to capture the absolute phasing of climate variability. Thus, while SMB from ECMWF-based atmospheric forcing can be assessed compared to, e.g. 2005-2010 period, the '2005-2010' ocean forcing from climate models cannot be assumed to be on the same climate variability pathway as the real world. So, it is likely that HadGEM2-ES fortuitously simulated the ocean T change over this period correctly (was this why it was somewhat arbitrarily highlighted?). I note that the authors do seem aware of this general point, from the statement "not all AOGCMs are expected to correctly reproduce the real trend over such a short time period". I would strengthen this statement to something like: "no AOGCMs are expected to correctly reproduce the real trend over such a short time period, except by pure good luck." and ensure that this fact is represented throughout the manuscript and methodology. Added information on the sign of the SMB by 2300.
P3871L2: "With forcing from MIROC-ESM-CHEM": perhaps note for completeness why this particular model was used.
Replaced by general sensitivity analysis covering all AOGCMs. Particular AOGCM reference no longer mentioned as a general sensitivity study covering all climate models is introduced. 
Reformulated parts of the caption to clarify the denoted relative values.
P3873L11: doesn't Figure 10b show the relative thickening effect?
The references to Eq. (2) and Fig.1 were meant to guide the reader back to the respective parameterisation. The reviewer is right that the relative thickening is shown in Fig. 10b . This figure is already referenced a few sentences before.
